
Use Case Examples



Combat Surveillance 

● Scenario:
○ Surveillance UAVs fly over battle areas and relay intelligence to 

base.
○ UAVs capture data through edge devices such as video 

cameras, thermal/infrared cameras, etc. 

● The problem: 
○ Data from these UAVs are critical and time sensitive.
○ The process of streaming this data to base, analyzing it, then 

taking action is slow.

● The solution: 
○ Computer vision at the edge to process data, detect threats, and 

alert base in real-time.
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Electric Utility 

● Scenario:
○ Transmission lines carry electricity across the nation.
○ These lines shut off to prevent wildfires. 

● The problem: 
○ Unnecessary shut offs cause rolling blackouts, economic 

damage, and more.  
○ Delayed shut offs can cause disasters (Camp Fire). 

● The solution: 
○ Installation of sensors to analyze and detect/predict conditions 

at the edge in real time, allowing rapid, precise action taking.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Camp_Fire_(2018)


Electric Utility with Tensor Networks
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Nuclear Power Plants

● Scenario:
○ Nuclear power plants generate electricity for millions of 

Americans.
○ Sensors in these plants monitor vital data. 

● The problem: 
○ Nuclear power plants need to shut down in emergency 

scenarios.
○ Unnecessary shut downs cause electrical outages and reduced 

profits. Delayed shutdowns can cause disasters (Fukushima 
Daiichi). Decision making needs to be fast and precise. 

● The solution: 
○ Analysis at the edge and direct communication between edge 

devices to take action quickly and precisely. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fukushima_Daiichi_nuclear_disaster
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fukushima_Daiichi_nuclear_disaster


Nuclear Power Plants with Tensor Networks
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Traffic Flow Optimization

● Scenario:
○ Traffic lights control road traffic using sensors and timers. 
○ Autonomous vehicles on the road use sensors and GPS to 

navigate through routes. 

● The problem: 
○ These edge devices aren’t making optimal decisions.
○ A buildup of non-optimal decision making results in backup.

● The solution: 
○ Analysis at the edge and direct communication between edge 

devices to make decisions that optimize traffic flow.



Traffic Flow Optimization with Tensor Networks
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